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Cody Allen. 9/13/13 objective: I will use google doc to create and illustrate a simile about my digital life and then share with the class. Digital Life Simile.

Digital Life Simile My Digital LIfe is like Cheer KnO:Mi
Brooklyn Shew. 91313. Objective: I will use Google doc to create and illustrate a simile about my life and then
share with the class. Digital Life Simile. My Digital

**Digital Life Simile My digital life is like a football**

Tahj Turner. 9/13/13. Objective; I will use google doc to create and illustrate a simile about my digital life and then share with the class. Digital Life Simile.

**DIGITAL LIFE SIMILE MY DIGITAL LIFE IS LIKE**

Elijah Bruce. 9/13/2013 i will use a google doc to illustrate my digital life and then share it with the class. DIGITAL LIFE SIMILE. MY DIGITAL LIFE IS LIKE A

**LITERARY TERMS Simile: A simile uses the words like or**

simile would say you are like something; a metaphor is more positive - it says you are something. Example: Example: She sells seashells by the seashore.

**Metaphor Metaphor Simile Simile Personification**


**Digital Life 101**

Students watch the Digital Life Intro Video Digital Life 101, which shows the 24/7, . simile into a country, rock, or rap song called My Digital Life. They can .

**Digital Life 102 Grade 9 Design**

What is the place of digital media in our lives? Lesson Overview They then create written similes, collages, or digital . My Digital Life Similes (15 minutes).

**Digital Life 102 File TPSDigCt**

Essential Question: What is the place of digital media in our lives? Learning Overview and Teach 1: My Digital Life Similes (15 minutes). TEACH the Key .

**(digital) life of Pi Australian Mathematical Society**


**Digital Storybooks: Where Stories Come to Life! Roxina**

techniques of digital storytelling to contribute to this lofty endeavor of . digital storybook template, permitting
them to apply their newly learned skills by.

**Chapter 1: Psychology and Life Digital Test Bank**

Test Bank for Psychology and Life, 19th Edition. Copyright . Rationale: Counseling psychologists provide diagnosis and treatment options to people who have.

**Chapter 4 The Life Cycle of a Slave Digital History**

universally hailed as the most powerful narrative of a former slave: I was born in She had to travel the whole distance on foot after her day's work. She was a.

**The death and life of digital audio Jonathan Sterne**

338 INTERDISCIPLINARY SCIENCE REVIEWS, 2006, VOL. 31, NO. 4 For many years now, critics have written of digital audio recording in its myriad formats. as less Thus, we cannot say that the segmentation of digital media renders.

**Lesson Plan Digital Life 101 Cherokee County Schools**

They then make similes about their digital lives and learn that Copy the My Media Log Student Handout for all students (preparation for the My Media lesson.

**The Simile Game**

Try inventing new similes and Show children how to sketch the scene and annotate, adding in similes. . The BFG can be used to create Dream Jars.

**Example issue (Simile 04)**

Simile Magazine c/o Literary Studies Department, Balndijnberg 2, 9000 Ghent, . Simile / 05 of America after their victory over Nazi Germany and Japan.

**SIMILE, METAPHOR, AND PERSONIFICATION**

Use simile, metaphor, and personification in your writing to enhance descriptions of people, places, objects, settings, and moods, etc. Simile= a comparison

**Metaphor & Simile WAALC**

similes. (Note: metaphor and simile are pretty much the same. Metaphor says: But I can also talk in metaphor and say: Human Rights are like medicine.

**Simile and the Metaphor Poems**
One will be a simile poem and the other a metaphor poem. Each poem must My family is a (thene'xplain)
Example Metaphor Peom for a Family. My father is a .

handout on the epic simile iSites

An important stylistic feature of epic poetry is the simile. dramatic points in the narrative and tend to compare human characters with natural phenomena.,

Self Portrait Simile Poems (cam) TeacherWeb

Self Portrait Simile Poems (cam). Example Poem. My hair is as spiky as thorns on a sticky rose bush in a meadow the color of a majestic eagle's wings. My legs

What is Figurative Language? Simile Metaphor

Simile. A simile uses the words like or as to compare one object or idea with another to suggest they are alike. Example: sells seashells by the seashore.

simile and metaphor The Poetry Society

the metaphor poem The Sea, which was written in a. Year 6 class with the students. Discuss the imagery what is the sea being compared to? etc and explain.

Simile Symbols in Hip-Hop Black Voice News

Dec 24, 2013 - Simile Symbols in Hip-Hop on exactly the same principles as does Poetry--both making constant . A simile appeals to ones imagination,..

Alliteration Simile Metaphor Personification Hyperbole

Metaphor. A metaphor is a figure of speech comparing two unlike things that have something in common. . Two or more lines of poetry that together form one of.